
MATH 145 – FALL 2010 – CLASS TEST 2 – OCTOBER 20, 2010

Last Name First Name

Student Number

Directions:

• Print your last name, first name, and student number as it appears in the student records.

• There are 6 questions on this exam, and each question is worth 10 points. Answer any 5 questions.
If you answer more than 5 questions, only the first five questions will be graded.

• Please do not work in groups or get help from anyone. You are allowed to refer only the text book
and class notes.

• This exam is due on Monday, October 25th at 12:00 PM in our class. Please keep in mind that
late submissions will not be accepted.

• You must show all your work and justify all your steps. You will not get any credit if you
don’t justify your steps correctly.

• Your answer to each question should begin on a new page.

• Your solutions should be complete, rigorous, and crystal clear – they should read like poetry, like
honey dripping from the paper. In fact, as Albert Einstein said, “Pure mathematics is, in its way,
the poetry of logical ideas.”

Good Luck!
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(1) Find the derivatives of the following functions. (DO NOT SIMPLIFY your answers.)

(a) f(x) = cos(3x2 + 10) tan(ln x)
(b) g(x) = x2 + (csc x) ex

(2) Find all points on the curve
x2y2 + xy = 2

where the slope of the tangent line is −1.

(3) Find the derivative of the function
y = xxx

.

(Hint: First find the derivative of xx (This was done in class.) and then use that to find derivative of the
given function.)

(4) A police cruiser, approaching a ring-angled intersection from the north, is chasing a speeding car that
has turned the corner and is now moving straight east. When the cruiser is 0.6 mi north of the intersection
and the car is 0.8 mi to the east, the police determines with radar that the distance between them and the
car is increasing at 20 mph. If the cruiser is moving at 60 mph at the instant of the measurement, what is
the speed of the car? (The posted speed limit is 20 mph in a school zone. Is the car speeding? )

(5) Sand falls from a conveyor belt at the rate of 10 m3/min onto the top of a conical pile. The height of
the pile is always three-eighths of the base diameter. How fast are the height and radius changing when
the pile is 4 m high?

(6) Find the absolute maximum and absolute minimum values of the function

f(x) = e−x − e−2x

in the interval [0, 1].


